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ABSTRACT

Publishing data for analysis from a table ontaining personal
re ords, while maintaining individual priva y, is a problem
of in reasing importan e today. The traditional approa h of
de-identifying re ords is to remove identifying elds su h as
so ial se urity number, name et . However, re ent resear h
has shown that a large fra tion of the US population an be
identi ed using non-key attributes ( alled quasi-identi ers)
su h as date of birth, gender, and zip ode [15℄. Sweeney [16℄
proposed the k-anonymity model for priva y where non-key
attributes that leak information are suppressed or generalized so that, for every re ord in the modi ed table, there are
at least k 1 other re ords having exa tly the same values for
quasi-identi ers. We propose a new method for anonymizing data re ords, where quasi-identi ers of data re ords are
rst lustered and then luster enters are published. To
ensure priva y of the data re ords, we impose the onstraint
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that ea h luster must ontain no fewer than a pre-spe i ed
number of data re ords. This te hnique is more general
sin e we have a mu h larger hoi e for luster enters than
k-Anonymity. In many ases, it lets us release a lot more
information without ompromising priva y. We also provide onstant-fa tor approximation algorithms to ome up
with su h a lustering. This is the rst set of algorithms for
the anonymization problem where the performan e is independent of the anonymity parameter k. We further observe
that a few outlier points an signi antly in rease the ost of
anonymization. Hen e, we extend our algorithms to allow
an  fra tion of points to remain un lustered, i.e., deleted
from the anonymized publi ation. Thus, by not releasing a
small fra tion of the database re ords, we an ensure that
the data published for analysis has less distortion and hen e
is more useful. Our approximation algorithms for new lustering obje tives are of independent interest and ould be
appli able in other lustering s enarios as well.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Appli ations℄: Data mining;
H.3.3 [Information Sear h and Retrieval℄: Clustering
General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth in database, networking, and omputing te hnologies, a large amount of personal data an be
integrated and analyzed digitally, leading to an in reased
use of data-mining tools to infer trends and patterns. This
has raised universal on erns about prote ting the priva y
of individuals [17℄.
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Figure 1: Original table and three di erent ways of a hieving anonymity
Combining data tables from multiple data sour es allows
us to draw inferen es whi h are not possible from a single
sour e. For example, ombining patient data from multiple
hospitals is useful to predi t the outbreak of an epidemi .
The traditional approa h of releasing the data tables without brea hing the priva y of individuals in the table is to
de-identify re ords by removing the identifying elds su h as
name, address, and so ial se urity number. However, joining this de-identi ed table with a publi ly available database
(like the voters database) on olumns like ra e, age, and
zip ode an be used to identify individuals. Re ent resear h [15℄ has shown that for 87% of the population in the
United States, the ombination of non-key elds like date of
birth, gender, and zip ode orresponds to a unique person.
Su h non-key elds are alled quasi-identi ers. In what follows we assume that the identifying elds have been removed
and that the table has two types of attributes: (1) the quasiidentifying attributes explained above and (2) the sensitive
attributes (su h as disease) that need to be prote ted.
In order to prote t priva y, Sweeney [16℄ proposed the kAnonymity model, where some of the quasi-identi er elds
are suppressed or generalized so that, for ea h re ord in
the modi ed table, there are at least k 1 other re ords in
the modi ed table that are identi al to it along the quasiidentifying attributes. For the table in Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b) shows a 2-anonymized table orresponding to it.
The olumns orresponding to sensitive attributes, like disease in this example, are retained without hange. The aim
is to provide a k-anonymized version of the table with the
minimum amount of suppression or generalization of the
table entries. There has been a lot of re ent work on kanonymizing a given database table [3, 12℄. An O(k log k)
approximation algorithm was rst proposed for the problem
of k-Anonymity with suppressions only [14℄. This was reently improved to an O(k) approximation for the general
version of the problem [1℄.
In this paper, instead of generalization and suppression, we
propose a new te hnique for anonymizing tables before their
release. We rst use the quasi-identifying attributes to de-

ne a metri spa e (i.e., pairwise distan es satisfying the triangle inequality) over the database re ords, whi h are then
viewed as points in this spa e. This is similar to the approa h taken in [5℄, ex ept that we do not restri t ourselves
to points in Rd ; instead, we allow our points to be in an arbitrary metri spa e. We then luster the points and publish
only the nal luster enters along with some luster size
and radius information. Our priva y requirement is similar to the k-Anonymity framework { we require ea h luster
to have at least r points1 . Publishing the luster enters
instead of the individual re ords, where ea h luster represents at least r re ords, gives priva y to individual re ords,
but at the same time allows data-mining tools to infer ma ro
trends from the database.
In the rest of the paper we will assume that a metri spa e
has been de ned over the re ords, using the quasi-identifying
attributes. For this, the quasi-identifying attributes may
need to be remapped. For example, zip odes ould rst
be onverted to longitude and latitude oordinates to give
a meaningful distan e between lo ations. A ategori al attribute, i.e., an attribute that takes n dis rete values, an
be represented by n equidistant points in a metri spa e.
Furthermore, sin e the values of di erent quasi-identifying
attributes may di er by orders of magnitude, we need to
weigh the attributes appropriately while de ning the distan e metri . For example, the attribute lo ation may have
values that di er in orders of 10 miles with a maximum of
1000 miles, while the attribute age may di er by a single
year with a maximum of 100 years. In this ase we assume
that the attribute lo ation is divided by 10 and the attribute
age retained without hange if both attributes are needed
to have the same relative importan e in the distan e metri .
For the example we provide in Figure 1, we assume that the
quasi-identifying attributes have already been s aled. As we
see above, it is quite ompli ated to algorithmi ally derive a
metri spa e over quasi-identifying attributes of re ords; we
do not pursue it any further in this paper and leave it for
future work.
1
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Figure 2: Publishing anonymized data
To publish the lustered database, we publish three types of
features for ea h luster: (1) the quasi-identifying attribute
values for the luster enter (age and lo ation in our example), (2) the number of points within the luster, and (3) a
set of values taken by the sensitive attributes (disease in our
example). We'll also publish a measure of the quality of the
lusters. This will give a bound on the error introdu ed by
the lustering.
In this paper we onsider two luster-quality measures. The
rst one is the maximum luster radius. For this we de ne
the r-Gather problem, whi h aims to minimize the maximum radius among the lusters, while ensuring that ea h
luster has at least r members. As an example, r-Gather
lustering with minimum luster size r = 2, applied to the
table in Figure 1(a) gives the table in Figure 1( ). In this
example, the maximum radius over all lusters is 3. As another example, Figure 2(b) gives the output of the r-Gather
algorithm applied to the quasi-identi ers, shown as points
in a metri spa e in Figure 2(a). Our formulation of the rGather problem is related to, but not to be onfused with,
the lassi k-Center problem [8℄. The k-Center problem
has the same obje tive of minimizing the maximum radius
among the lusters, however, the onstraint is that we an
have no more than k lusters in total. The r-Gather problem is di erent from k-Center problem in that instead of
spe ifying an upper bound on the number of lusters, we
spe ify a lower bound on the number of points per luster
as part of the input. It's also worth noting that the onstraint of at least r points per luster implies that we an
have no more than n=r number of lusters, where n is the
total number of points in our data set.
We also onsider a se ond (more verbose) andidate for indi ating luster-quality, whereby we publish the radius of
ea h luster, rather than just the maximum radius among
all lusters. For ea h point within a luster, the radius of the
luster gives an upper bound on the distortion error introdu ed. Minimizing this distortion error over all points leads
to the ellular lustering measurement that we introdu e in
this paper. More formally, the ellular lustering measurement over a set of lusters, is the sum, over all lusters,
of the produ ts of the number of points in the luster and
the radius of the luster. Using this as a measurement for
anonymizing tables, we de ne the r-Cellular Clustering
problem as follows: Given points in a metri spa e, the goal
is to partition the points into ells, a.k.a. lusters, ea h of
size at least r, and the ellular lustering measurement is
minimized. Consider again the data in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(d) shows a r- ellular luster solution with minimum
luster size r = 2. The total ost is 2  1 + 3  3 = 11. Also,

Figure 2( ) gives the output of the r-Cellular Clustering
algorithm applied to the quasi-identi ers shown as points in
a metri spa e in Figure 2(a). The total ost of the solution
in Figure 2( ) is: 50  10 + 20  5 + 8  3 = 624. As this ellular lustering obje tive ould be relevant even in ontexts
other than anonymity, we study a slightly di erent version
of the problem: similar to the Fa ility Lo ation problem [9℄, we add an additional setup ost for ea h potential
luster enter, asso iated with opening a luster entered at
that point, but we don't have the lower bound on number of
points per luster. We all this the Cellular Clustering
problem. In fa t, we will use the setup osts in the Cellular Clustering problem formulation to help us devise an
algorithm that solves r-Cellular Clustering.

Comparison with k-Anonymity. While k-Anonymity
for es one to suppress or generalize an attribute value even
if all but one of the re ords in a luster have the same value,
the above lustering-based anonymization te hnique allows
us to pi k a luster enter whose value along this attribute
dimension is the same as the ommon value, thus enabling
us to release more information without losing priva y. For
example, onsider the table in Figure 3 with the Hamming
distan e metri on the row ve tors. If we wanted to a hieve
5-Anonymity, we will have to hide all the entries in the table,
resulting in a total distortion of 20. On the other hand, a
5-Cellular Clustering solution ould use (1; 1; 1; 1) as
the luster enter with a luster radius of 1. This will give a
total distortion bound of 5 (the a tual distortion is only 4).
Re
Re
Re
Re
Re
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1
1
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Figure 3: A sample table where there is no ommon
attribute among all entries.
Just like k-Anonymity, r-Gather and r-Cellular Clustering is sensitive to outlier points, with just a few outliers
apable of in reasing the ost of the lustering signi antly.
To deal with this problem, we generalize the above algorithms to allow an  fra tion of the points to be deleted
before publi ation. By not releasing a small fra tion of the
database re ords, we an ensure that the data published for
analysis has less distortion and hen e is more useful. This
an be done as long as our aim is to infer ma ro trends from
the published data. On the other hand, if the goal is to nd

out anomalies, then we should not ignore the outlier points.
There has been no previous work for k-Anonymity with this
generalization.
We note that, as in k-Anonymity, the obje tive fun tion is
oblivious to the sensitive attribute labels. Extensions to the
k-Anonymity model, like the notion of l-diversity [13℄, an
be applied independently to our lustering formulation.
We provide onstant-fa tor approximation algorithms for
both the r-Gather and r-Cellular Clustering problems. In parti ular, we rst show that the it is NP-hard
to approximate the r-Gather problem better than 2 and
provide a mat hing upper bound. We then provide extensions of both these algorithms to allow for an  fra tion
of un lustered points, whi h we all the (r; )-Gather and
(r; )-Cellular Clustering, respe tively. These are the
rst onstant-fa tor approximation algorithms for publishing an anonymized database. The best known algorithms [1,
14℄ for previous problem formulations had an approximation
ratio linear in the anonymity parameter r.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Se tion 2, we present a tight 2-approximation algorithm for the
r-Gather problem and its extension to the (r; )-Gather
problem. In Se tion 3, motivated by the desire to redu e the
sum of the distortions experien ed by the points, we introdu e the problem of Cellular Clustering. We present a
primal-dual algorithm for the problem without any lustersize onstraints that a hieves an approximation ratio of 4.
We then study the additional onstraint of having a minimum luster size of r. Finally, we relax the problem by
allowing the solution to leave at most an  fra tion of the
points un lustered. We on lude in Se tion 4.

2.

r-GATHER CLUSTERING

To publish the lustered database, we publish three types of
features for ea h luster: (1) the quasi-identifying attribute
values for the luster enter, (2) the number of points within
the luster, and (3) a set of values taken by the sensitive attributes. The maximum luster radius is also published to
give a bound on the error introdu ed by lustering. This
is similar to the traditionally studied k-Center lustering.
In order to ensure r-Anonymity, we don't restri t the total
number of lusters, instead, we pose the alternative restri tion that ea h luster should have at least r re ords assigned
to it. We all this problem r-Gather, whi h we formally
de ne below.

2.1 Lower Bound

We show that this problem is NP - omplete by a redu tion
from the 3-Satis ability problem, where ea h literal belongs
to at most 3 lauses [6℄.
Suppose that we have a boolean formula F in 3-CNF form
with m lauses and n variables. Let F = C1 ^ : : : ^ Cm ,
be a formula omposed of variables xi ; i = 1 : : : n and their
omplements xi .
From the boolean formula, we reate a graph G = (V; E )
with the following property: There is a solution to the rGather problem with a luster radius of 1, with respe t to
the shortest distan e metri on the graph G, if and only if
F has a satisfying assignment.
We reate the graph as follows: For ea h variable xi , reate
two verti es viT and viF , and reate an edge (viT ; viF ) between
the two verti es; in addition reate a set Si of (r 2) nodes
and add edges from ea h node in Si to both viT and viF .
Pi king viT (viF ) as a enter orresponds to setting xi = T
(F ). (Note that we annot hoose both viT and viF sin e
there are not enough nodes in Si .) For ea h lause Cj , reate
a new node uj that is adja ent to the nodes orresponding
to the literals in the lause. For example, if C1 = (x1 _ x2 )
then we add edges from u1 to v1T and v2F .
If the formula is indeed satis able, then there is a lustering
by pi king viT as a enter if xi = T and pi king viF otherwise.
Ea h lause is true, and must have a neighbor hosen as a
enter. Moreover by assigning Si to the hosen enter, we
ensure that ea h enter has at least r nodes in its luster.
Now suppose there is an r-gather lustering. If r > 6 then
both viT and viF annot be hosen as enters. In addition,
the lause nodes uj have degree at most 3 and annot be
hosen as enters. If exa tly one of viT or viF is hosen as a
enter, then we an use this to nd the satisfying assignment.
The assignment is satisfying as ea h lause node has some
neighbor at distan e 1 that is a hosen enter, and makes
the lause true.
This ompletes the NP- ompleteness proof. Note that this
redu tion also gives us a hardness of 2. We just showed that
there is a solution to the r-Gather problem with a luster
radius of 1 if and only if F had a satisfying assignment. The
next available luster radius is 2 in the metri de ned by the
graph G.

2.2 Upper Bound

Definition 2.1. The r -Gather problem is to luster n
points in a metri spa e into a set of lusters, su h that ea h
luster has at least r points. The obje tive is to minimize the
maximum radius among the lusters.

We note that the minimum luster size onstraint has been
onsidered earlier in the ontext of fa ility lo ation [10℄.
We rst show the redu tion for NP- ompleteness and hardness proofs.

We rst use the threshold method used for k-Center lustering to guess R, the optimal radius for r-Gather. The
hoi es for R are de ned as follows. We will try all values
1
2 dij where dij is the distan e between points i and j . Note
that this de nes a set of O(n2 ) distan e values. We nd the
smallest R for whi h the following two onditions hold:

Condition (1) Ea h point p in the database should have
at least r

1 other points within distan e 2R of p.
Condition (2) Let all nodes be unmarked initially. Consider the following pro edure: Sele t an arbitrary unmarked point p as a enter. Sele t all unmarked points

within distan e 2R of p (in luding p) to form a luster
and mark these points. Repeat this as long as possible, until all points are marked. Now we try to reassign
points to lusters to meet the requirement that ea h
luster has size at least r. This is done as follows. Create a ow network as follows. Create a sour e s and
sink t. Let C be the set of enters that were hosen.
Add edges with apa ity r from s to ea h node in C .
Add an edge of unit apa ity from a node 2 C to a
node v 2 V if their distan e is at most 2R. Add edges
of unit apa ity from nodes in V to t and he k to see
if a ow of value rjC j an be found (saturating all the
edges out of s). If so, then we an obtain the lusters
by hoosing the nodes to whi h r units of ow are sent
by a node 2 C . All remaining nodes of V an be
assigned to any node of C that is within distan e 2R.
If no su h ow exists, we exit with failure.
The following lemma guarantees that the smallest R that
satis es these onditions is a lower bound on the value of
the optimal solution for r-Gather. Suppose we have an
optimal lustering S1 ; : : : ; S` with ` lusters. Let the maximum diameter of any of these lusters be d (de ned as the
maximum distan e between any pair of points in the same
luster).
2.1. When we try R =
onditions are met.
Lemma


2 ,

d

then the above two

Proof. By the de nition of r -Gather, every point has
at least r 1 other points within the optimal diameter, and
hen e within distan e 2R. Consider an optimal r-Gather
lustering. For ea h point i, all points belonging to the same
optimal luster as the point i are within a distan e 2R of i.
Thus, in the pro edure of Condition (2), as soon as any point
in is sele ted to open a new luster, all unmarked points
belonging to get assigned to this new luster. So at most
one point from ea h optimal luster is hosen as a enter
and forms a new luster. We would now like to argue that
the reassignment phase works orre tly as well. Let S be
the set of hosen enters. Now onsider an optimal solution
with lusters, ea h of size at least r. We an assign ea h
point of a luster to the enter that belongs to that luster,
if a enter was hosen in the luster. Otherwise, sin e the
point was marked by the algorithm, some enter was hosen
that is within distan e 2R. We an assign this point to the
enter that had marked it. Ea h hosen enter will have at
least r points assigned to it (in luding itself).

Sin e we nd the smallest R, we will ensure that R  d =2 
R where R is the radius of the optimal lustering. In
addition, our solution has radius 2R. This gives us a 2approximation.
Theorem 2.2. There exists a polynomial time algorithm
that produ es a 2-approximation to the r-Gather problem.

2.3

(r; )-Gather

Clustering

A few outlier points an signi antly in rease the lustering
ost under the minimum luster size onstraint. We onsider

a relaxation whereby the lustering solution is allowed to
leave an  fra tion of the points un lustered, i.e., to delete an
 fra tion of points from the published k-anonymized table.
Charikar et al. [4℄ studied various fa ility lo ation problems
with this relaxation and gave onstant-fa tor approximation
algorithms for them.
For the (r; )-Gather problem, where ea h luster is onstrained to have at least r points and an  fra tion of the
points are allowed to remain un lustered, we modify our
r-Gather algorithm to a hieve a 4-approximation. We rede ne the ondition to nd R. We nd the smallest R that
satis es the following ondition: There should be a subset
S of points ontaining at least 1  fra tion of the points,
su h that ea h point in S has at least r 1 neighbors within
distan e 2R in S .
This ondition an be he ked in O(n2 ) time by repeatedly
removing any point in S that has fewer than r 1 other
points in S within distan e 2R of itself, with S initially
being the entire vertex set. It is lear that the smallest R
we found is no more than R , the optimal radius.
Let R be the value that we found. Let N (v ) denote the set
of points in S within distan e 2R of v , in luding v itself. We
know then N (v )  r. We then onsider the following pro edure: Sele t an arbitrary point p from S . If there are at least
r 1 other points within distan e 2R of p, then form a new
luster and assign p and all points within distan e 2R of p to
this luster. Remove all these points from further onsideration and repeat this pro ess until all remaining points have
fewer than r 1 other points within distan e 2R of them.
Let U be the set of points left un lustered at the end of this
pro ess. For ea h u 2 U , there exists a point p 2 N (u)
su h that p is assigned to some luster in the pro edure
of forming lusters. We an see this as follows. Sin e u was
left unassigned at the end of the pro edure, there are fewer
than r unassigned points remaining in N (u). This implies
that there is at least one point p in N (u) whi h is already
assigned to some luster . We assign u to , whi h already
has at least r points.
Thus, we have assigned all points to lusters, su h that ea h
luster has at least r points. Note that the radius of ea h
luster is no more than 4R. This gives us the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.3. There exists a polynomial time algorithm
that produ es a 4-approximation to the (r; )-Gather problem.

We note that in the problem formulation of (r; )-Gather,
if we require the luster enters to be input points, instead
of arbitrary points in the metri , then we an improve the
approximation fa tor to 3 as follows. In the ltering step we
de ne \ andidates" as the set of points that have at least r
points within radius R. The total number of points within
distan e R of the andidates should ontain at least 1 
fra tion of the points. Call this set S . Ea h point in S has
at least r 1 neighbors within distan e 2R in S . In the
initial phase we greedily pi k lusters of radius R (instead
of 2R) that have at least r points and mark those points

After Q is ompletely de ided, he k that the total points
overed is at least (1 )n, otherwise exit with failure.

overed. If a point in S is now un overed, it must have
a andidate within distan e R that was unable to form a
luster. This is be ause some of the points within distan e
R of the andidate were overed in the rst phase by disks
of radius R. Hen e ea h point in S an rea h su h a luster
enter within distan e 3R (through the andidate).

entered at i . Ea h overed point
i 2 Q, form a luster Ci
is assigned to its losest luster enter.

2.4 Combining r -Gather with k -Center
We an ombine the r-Gather problem with the k-Center

For ea h i , we denote Gi = N ( i ; 2R) and Ei = N ( i ; 4R),
whi h are un overed points within distan e 2R and 4R of
hosen.
i , when
i is

problem and have the two onstraints present at the same
time. That is, we minimize the maximum radius, with the
onstraint that we have no more than k lusters, ea h must
have at least r members. We all this the (k; r)-Center
problem.
It is worth mentioning that a similar problem has been studied before in the k-Center literature. That is, instead of
having a lower bound r on the luster size as an additional
onstraint to the original k-Center formulation, an upper
bound on the luster size is spe i ed. This is alled the Capa itated k -Center problem [11℄. Bar-Ilan, Kortsarz, and
Peleg [2℄ gave the rst onstant approximation fa tor of 10
for this problem. The bound was improved subsequently to
5 by Khuller and Sussmann [11℄. In this subse tion though
we only on entrate on the (k; r)-Center problem de ned
above.
We note here that the algorithm developed for r-Gather in
Subse tion 2.2 an be extended to provide a 2-approximation
for the (k; r)-Center problem. We just have to add to Condition (2) the extra riteria that if the number of enters
hosen ex eeds k then exit with failure, i.e., try a di erent
value for R. We an show that Lemma 2.1 holds for the
modi ed onditions, hen e an approximation fa tor of 2.

(Assignment step): Form lusters as follows. For ea h
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Figure 4: Optimal Clusters and the Greedy Step

(Filtering Step) Let S be the set of points v su h that

In Figure 4 we illustrate this algorithm via an example. Let's
start from the Greedy Step and assume for a moment that
R is indeed the optimal radius just for illustration purposes.
Let the optimal solution have lusters O1 ; : : : ; Ok . In the
gure, we only show luster enters to be pi ked and omit the
rest of the points. The left side illustrates the situation when
we are pi king 1 . Note that G1 in ludes O1 ompletely, and
overlaps with O2 . Be ause of this, all points in O1 and O2
are in E1 and marked overed and annot be hosen as a
enter later. Note that E1 in fa t will over points in other
optimal lusters as well. For example, when we hoose 1
and over all points in E1 , we also over some points in
O3 . However, we may still pi k a remaining point in O3 as
the next luster enter 2 , as shown in the right side. Note
that in the Greedy Step, we ompletely ignore the onstraint
of r, as we are not forming any lusters but only pi king
luster enters. In fa t, G2 now ould have fewer than r
un overed points. The key is that the Gi 's are far apart.
Hen e in the Assignment Step, all the points in D( 2 ; 2R)
that were initially overed by E1 will eventually be assigned
to the enter 2 , giving the whole luster C2 at least r points.
Detailed proofs are below.

(Greedy Step) We now hoose up to k enters. We put

Lemma 2.4. After the assignment step, ea h luster formed
has at least r points, and radius at most 4R.

We also onsider the outlier version of this problem, namely,
the (k; r; )-Center problem.
We show that the following algorithm is a 4-approximation
algorithm for the (k; r; )-Center problem.
Fix a guess for the optimal radius R ( hoose the smallest R
that su eeds). For ea h su h guess, we apply the following
algorithm. Let D(v; Æ ) be the set of points within distan e
Æ of v (in luding v ).

Algorithm:

jD(v; 2R)j  r. Che k to see if jS j  (1 )n, otherwise exit
with failure. From now on we only onsider points in S .

the enters in the set Q. Initially Q is empty. All points are
un overed to start with. Let N (v; Æ ) be the set of un overed
points within distan e Æ of v (in luding v itself). Points are
either un overed, or overed. On e a point is overed it is
removed from onsideration. At ea h step i, we hoose a
enter i that satis es the following riteria:
(a) i is un overed.
(b) jN ( i ; 2R)j is maximum.
All un overed points in N ( i ; 4R) are then marked as overed.

Proof. Every time a enter i is sele ted, we only over
points within distan e 4R, thus the maximum radius is at
most 4R. In the end, ea h point is assigned to its losest
hosen enter in Q. Observe that the luster enters are
more than 4R apart. Thus for ea h enter i and its orresponding luster Ci , all the points within distan e 2R of i
are assigned to the same luster Ci . By the ltering step,
we know that jCi j  jD( i ; 2R)j  r.

Lemma 2.5. The optimal solution on set S is the same
as the optimal solution on set V .

Theorem 2.7. Our algorithm gives a 4-approximation for
the (k; r; )-Center problem.

Proof. This is simply true by the ltering step, sin e
every point in the optimal solution belongs to S .

3. CELLULAR CLUSTERING



2.6. Consider the guess R = d2 , where d is the
maximum distan e between any two points in the same optimal luster, our algorithm overs no less points than the
optimal solution on set S .
Lemma

Proof. We are going to prove a stronger statement, we'll
show that our algorithm overs no less points than the following optimal solution OP T on set S : it has at most k
lusters, and the maximum distan e between any two points
in the same optimal luster is at most d , but there is
no requirement on the number of points per luster. Let
O1 ; O2 ; : : : ; Ok denote the set of optimal lusters in OP T .
We laim that:

jE1 [ : : : [ E j  jO1 [ : : : [ O j
k

(1)

k

The proof is by indu tion on k. The laim is true for k = 1,
sin e jE1 j  jG1 j  jO1 j. Assume that k > 1. Clearly,

[ (E
k

i=1

1

\ O )  E1 :
i

Assume that G1 interse ts one of the disks O1 ; : : : ; O (say,
O1 ). Then O1  E1 and the following inequality is satis ed.
k

jE1 j  jO1 j +

X jE
k

i=2

1

\ O j:

(2)

i

The above inequality is satis ed even if G1 does not interse t
any of the disks O1 ; : : : ; Ok , sin e then

[ (E
k

i=1

1

\ O ) [ G1  E1 :
i

Now sin e jG1 j  maxfjO1 j; jO2 j; : : : ; jOk jg  jO1 j, we have

jE1 j  jG1 j +

X jE
k

1

i=1

\ O j  jO1 j +
i

X jE
k

i=2

1

\ O j:
i

In either ase, inequality (2) is satis ed.
Now onsider the (k 1)- enter problem on the set S
E1 . On this set, our algorithm ould have pi ked the sets
E2 ; E3 ; : : : ; Ek . Also, for S E1 , it is lear that O2 E1 ; O3
E1 ; : : : ; Ok E1 is a solution, although it is not ne essarily
an optimal one. By indu tion, we know that

jE2

[
[ : : : [ E j  j (O
k

k

i=2

i

E1 )j

(3)

Combining inequalities (2) and (3) proves (1).
Combining the above three lemmas we have the following
theorem.

As mentioned in the introdu tion, a se ond approa h is to
publish the radius of ea h luster in addition to its enter
and the number of points within it. In this ase, for ea h
point within a luster, the radius of the luster gives an upper bound on the distortion error introdu ed. The Cellular Clustering problem aims to minimize the overall distortion error, i.e., it partitions the points in a metri spa e
into ells, ea h having a ell enter, su h that the sum, over
all ells, of the produ ts of the number of points in the ell
and the radius of the ell is minimized. We even allow ea h
potential luster enter to have a fa ility (setup) ost f asso iated with opening a luster entered at . This will later
allow us to solve the problem in the ase when ea h luster
is required to have at least r points within it.
Definition 3.1. A luster onsists of a enter along with
a set of points assigned to it. The radius of the luster is
the maximum distan e between a point assigned to the luster
and the luster enter. To open a luster with luster enter
and radius r in urs a fa ility ost f . In addition, ea h
open luster in urs a servi e ost equal to the number of
points in the luster times the luster radius. The sum of
these two osts is alled the ellular ost of the luster. The
Cellular Clustering problem is to partition n points in
a metri spa e into lusters with the minimum total ellular
ost.

The Cellular Clustering problem is NP- omplete via redu tion from dominating set. We present a primal-dual algorithm for the Cellular Clustering problem that a hieves
an approximation fa tor of 3.
Let = (v ; d ) denote a luster whose luster enter is
the node v and whose radius is d . By de nition, the setup
ost f for a luster = (v ; d ) depends only on its enter
v ; thus f ( ) = f (v ). For ea h possible hoi e of luster
enter and radius = (v ; d ), de ne a variable y , a 0/1
indi ator of whether or not the luster is open. There are
O(n2 ) su h variables. For a luster = (v ; d ), any point
pi within a distan e of d of its enter v is said to be a
potential member of the luster . For all potential members
pi of a luster , let xi be a 0/1 indi ator of whether or not
point pi joins luster . Note that the pair (i; ) uniquely
identi es an edge between pi and the enter of luster . We
relax the integer program formulation to get the following
linear program:
Minimize:
Subje t to:

P (P x d + f y )
P x 1
i

i

i

y
0x 1
0y 1
x

i

i

And the dual program is:

8i
8i;
8i;
8

Maximize:
Subje t to:

P
P
i
i
i

i

i

i

i
i

0
0

f
d

8
8i;
8i
8i;

The above formulation is similar to the approa h used for
fa ility lo ation [9℄. However, sin e the assignment of additional points to lusters in reases the servi e ost in urred
by existing members of the luster, we need a slightly di erent strategy to form lusters and assign points to lusters.
The pro edure of raising the dual variables until we nd a
feasible dual solution is identi al to the pro edure for fa ility
lo ation given by Jain and Vazirani [9℄. For ompleteness
we present the pro edure here. In this pro edure, ea h point
will raise its dual variable i until it is onne ted to an open
luster.
Initially, ea h point is un onne ted, and its dual variables i
and i 's are set at zero. The algorithm will raise the dual
variable i for all un onne ted points uniformly. For onvenien e, we introdu e the notion of time, the dual variables
in rease by 1 per time unit. When i = d for some edge
(i; ), the edge (i; ) is de lared to be tight. At this point,
the dual variable i is raised at the uniform rate with the
rest of the 's. i goes towards paying for f .

P

Cluster is said to be paid for when i i = f . The
algorithm then he ks to see if there are any un onne ted
points that have a tight edge to . If so, then is de lared
temporarily open and all un onne ted points with a tight
edge to are de lared onne ted. Cluster is said to be the
onne ting witness for ea h of these points. Noti e that the
dual variables i and i 's for points with tight edges to
are no longer growing.
We now show how to onstru t a primal solution with ost
at most 3 times the value of the dual solution found above.
For this, we note the following properties:
(1) At any time, the value of i for all un onne ted points
i is the same. Moreover, this value is no less than the
value of j for any onne ted point j .
(2) On e a point has a tight edge to a parti ular luster
, all un onne ted potential members of that luster
(i.e., points within a distan e d of the luster enter
v ) have tight edges to it.
(3) Examine any temporarily opened luster , and all the
points that have tight edges to . All points for whi h
is a onne ting witness have the largest values among
all points.
Property (1) follows from the de nition of our pro edure.
Property (2) follows from property (1) and the fa t that the
edge (i; v ) be omes tight when the dual variable i equals
d . Property (3) then follows from (2).
We onstru t a primal solution as follows: initially all points
are unassigned. Order the temporarily open lusters in dereasing order of radius. Consider the lusters one by one,

we will permanently open a luster if all points with tight
edges to are still unassigned. On e is open, all points
with tight edges to are dire tly assigned to . On the other
hand, if the luster being onsidered has a point i, su h
that i is already assigned elsewhere and i has a tight edge
to , we'll shut down , and onsider the next luster.
After all the lusters are onsidered, we might have some
points still left unassigned. Consider any su h a point i,
and onsider the luster 0 that is the onne ting witness for
i. If i is still unassigned, then 0 was shut down. There
must exist a point j with tight edges to 0 , su h that j
was dire tly assigned to some luster , whi h has a larger
radius ompared to 0 . We will have i join , and i be omes
indire tly assigned to . Noti e that after i joins , the luster
may now have a new radius, sin e i ould be potentially
more than d away from . Rename as Æ instead. The
radius of the new luster Æ an be bounded as follows:
Lemma 3.1. For a spe i
luster Æ , d Æ  3d . Re all
that d is the original luster radius of luster = (v ; d ).

We inherit the notation of i, j , 0 , and Æ as
above. we have: d(i; v )  d(i; v 0 ) + d(v 0 ; j ) + d(j; v ) 
2d 0 + d  3d .
Proof.

We now bound the ost of the primal solution. Let C be the
set of open enters. Some of the points are dire tly assigned,
and others are indire tly assigned to a luster entered at Æ .
We onsider the set of points P Æ assigned to a parti ular
open luster Æ .
The following lemma gives a bound on the servi e ost of all
points assigned to Æ and three times its fa ility ost.
Lemma

P

3.2. (

2P Æ

i

x Æ d Æ +3f Æ y Æ )  3 
i

P

2P Æ

i

i

.

Æ to whi h point i is indiProof. Consider the luster
re tly assigned. By property (3), i  j for some j with
tight edges to v and j  d . Combined with Lemma
3.1, we have 3 i  3 j  3d  xi Æ d Æ . Consider the
point j whi h is dire tly assigned to Æ , 3 j = 3d + 3 j 
3xi Æ d Æ +3 j Æ . Sin e we only permanently open the luster
Æ when we have all the points with tight edges to v dire tly
assigned to Æ , 3 j j Æ = 3f Æ y Æ .

P

Summing over all open lusters in C gives the bound. We
thus obtain the following theorem. Note that we are a tually paying 3 times of the original luster ost for ea h of the
original luster . And the nal lusters onstru ted have
radius at most 3 times the original lusters. These fa ts will
be ome important for the r-Cellular Clustering problem dis ussed in Subse tion 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. The primal-dual method des ribed above
produ es a 3-approximation solution to the Cellular Clustering problem.

3.1 r-Cellular Clustering

We now extend the above primal-dual algorithm to get an
approximation algorithm for the r-Cellular Clustering
problem whi h has the additional onstraint that ea h luster is required to have at least r members. The notation
(r; C ) is used to denote a solution having a total ost of C ,
and having at least r members in ea h luster.

Comparison with prior lustering work.

Sin e our
algorithm an be viewed as an extension of fa ility lo ation,
we brie y dis uss related results. The fa ility lo ation (and
k-median) problems have been studied with the minimum
luster size onstraint [10℄, as well as in the ontext of leaving an  fra tion of the points un lustered [4℄. Let OP Tr be
the optimal fa ility lo ation ost with minimum luster size
r. If as stated before (r; C ) denotes a solution with minimum
luster size r and solution ost C , bi- riteria approximation
for the fa ility lo ation problem of (r=2; 5:184OP Tr ) was
a hieved independently by Guha, Meyerson and Munagala
and by Karger and Minko [7, 10℄. It is not known whether
it is possible to a hieve a one-sided approximation on faility lo ation ost alone. In ontrast, for the r-Cellular
Clustering problem, we provide an one-sided approximation algorithm, spe i ally we obtain a (r; 36OP Tr ) solution,
where OP Tr is the ost of the optimal solution with luster
size at least r,
To a hieve this, we rst study a sharing variant of this problem, where a point is allowed to belong to multiple lusters,
thus making it easier to satisfy the minimum luster size
onstraint. Interestingly, allowing sharing hanges the value
of the optimal solution by at most a onstant fa tor. We
note that this observation does not hold for fa ility lo ation,
where a shared solution might be arbitrarily better than an
unshared one. The algorithm onsists of three main steps:

1. Augmenting with Setup Costs. Given an instan e

of r-Cellular Clustering, we rst onstru t an instan e
of Cellular Clustering as follows: augment the luster
ost f of a luster by r  d . In addition, if a luster
= (v ; d ) has fewer than r points within distan e d of its
enter v , this luster is eliminated from the instan e. If the
original r-Cellular Clustering instan e has an optimal
solution with ost OP Tr , it is not hard to see that the same
solution works for the Cellular Clustering instan e onstru ted above with a total ost of at most 2OP Tr . We
invoke the 3-approximation algorithm for Cellular Clustering on this new instan e to nd a solution with ost at
most 6OP Tr .

2. Sharing Points between Clusters. We now des ribe
the notion of a shared solution for r-Cellular Clustering. In a shared solution, points are allowed to be assigned
to multiple lusters, as long as they pay the servi e ost
for ea h luster they are assigned to. A shared solution is
feasible if all lusters have at least r (potentially shared)
members. We modify the solution obtained above to get
a feasible shared solution for r-Cellular Clustering as
follows: for ea h open luster with enter P , assign the
r losest neighbors of P to as well, regardless of where
they are initially assigned. The extra servi e ost of at most
r  3d for these r points an be a ounted for by the extra 3

times the luster ost of r  d being paid by the open luster in the Cellular Clustering solution. Thus, we have
obtained an (r; 6OP Tr ) shared solution for the r-Cellular
Clustering instan e.

3. Making the Clusters Disjoint. Finally we show how
to onvert a shared solution to a valid solution where ea h
point is assigned to only one luster, with only a onstant
blowup in ost. We note that for the orresponding fa ility
lo ation problem, it is not feasible to do this \unsharing"
without a large blowup in ost in the worst ase.
Initially, all points are labeled unassigned. We onsider the
lusters in order of in reasing luster radius d . If a luster
has at least r unassigned members, then it is opened and
all its unassigned members are assigned to and labeled assigned. We stop this pro ess when all the remaining lusters
have fewer than r unassigned members ea h. The remaining
lusters are alled leftover lusters. We temporarily assign
ea h of the unassigned points arbitrarily to one of the leftover lusters it belongs to. Sin e ea h luster had at least
r members in the shared solution, ea h leftover luster 0
must have a member in the shared solution, whi h is now
assigned to an open luster o, s.t. d 0  do . We thus have
the situation illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Stru tures of open and leftover lusters
The points are organized in a forest stru ture, where ea h
tree has two \levels". We an regroup points into lusters,
on a per tree basis. It is obvious that ea h tree has at least
r points, sin e it ontains at least one open luster o. We
further simplify the stru ture into a true two-level stru ture
as in Figure 5, by ollapsing ea h leftover luster into a single
node with weight equal to the number of points temporarily
assigned to it. Nodes in the rst level of the tree have weight
1. We apply the following greedy grouping pro edure: rst
onsider only the nodes at the se ond level of the tree and
olle t nodes until the total weight ex eeds r for the rst
time. We group these nodes (belonging to leftover lusters)
into a luster, and repeat the pro ess. Noti e that sin e
we did not tou h the rst-level nodes, the total weight of
remaining nodes in the tree is at least r. If the total weight
of remaining nodes in the se ond level, Ws , is less than r,
then we extend the grouping into the rst level nodes. Let
m denote the total weight of nodes in the rst level. If
Ws + m  2r, then we group the nodes in the se ond level
with r Ws rst level nodes together into a luster; the
remaining nodes in the rst level form a luster. Otherwise,
all the remaining nodes (both the rst and se ond level) are

grouped into a luster. If we break up the tree using the
pro edure above, ea h resulting luster has size at least r.
Lemma 3.4. For a luster that ontains any se ond-level
nodes, the total number of points in the luster is no more
than 2r 1.
Proof. Sin e a single se ond-level node has weight less
than r, a luster ontaining only se ond-level nodes has at
most 2r 1 members. If the luster ontains both the rst
and se ond-level nodes, then we must have rea hed the ase
where the total weight of remaining nodes in the se ond level
is less than r. In that ase, by de nition, the luster formed
ontaining these se ond-level nodes has size either r or less
than 2r 1.

There ould be a luster that only ontains the rst level
nodes, and its entire ost (both the servi e and luster ost)
an be a ounted for by its ost in the original (r; 6OP Tr )
shared solution. We now bound the ost of lusters ontaining the se ond-level nodes.
Lemma 3.5. For ea h luster
formed that ontains se ond level nodes, there exists a leftover luster 0 unique to ,
su h that the following holds: let p be the enter of the initial
open luster o at the rst level, if we enter the luster at
p, then the radius of luster , d  3d 0 .

Among all the leftover lusters that ontributed
to , let 0 be the one with the maximum radius. By de nition, all nodes assigned to a leftover luster get assigned
to a single luster, guaranteeing the uniqueness of 0 . Let
do be the radius of the open luster at level 1 of this tree.
Consider a point q 2 . If q is a rst-level node, then
d(q; p)  do  d 0 . If q is a se ond-level node, then let 00
be the leftover luster that q was assigned to, then d(q; p) 
2d 00 + do  3d 0 .
Proof.

The above lemma implies that by hoosing p as the luster
enter, the servi e ost of ea h point in is no more than
3d 0 and the total fa ility ost in urred within our solution
is no more than that of the shared solution. Together with
Lemma 3.4, we on lude that the servi e ost of points in
is no more than 6r  d 0 . Noti e that in the shared solution,
points in luster 0 are paying a total servi e ost of at least
r  d 0 . We thus have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. The above pro edure produ es a solution
with minimum luster size r and total ost no more than
36OP Tr , i.e., a (r; 36OP Tr ) solution, where OP Tr is the
value of the optimal solution with a minimum luster size of
r.

We note that the above algorithm and analysis an be ombined with the te hnique developed in [4℄ to give an onstant
approximation to the (r; )-Cellular Clustering problem. The above algorithm an also be adapted to provide

a onstant-fa tor approximation for the problem where the
diameter of any luster is not allowed to ex eed a ertain
pre-spe i ed threshold. Details are deferred to the full version of the paper.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Publishing data about individuals without revealing sensitive information is an important problem. The notion of
priva y alled k-Anonymity has attra ted a lot of resear h
attention re ently. In a k-anonymized database, values of
quasi-identifying attributes are suppressed or generalized so
that for ea h re ord there are at least k 1 re ords in
the modi ed table that have exa tly the same values for
the quasi-identi ers. However, the performan e of the best
known approximation algorithms for k-Anonymity depends
linearly on the anonymity parameter k. In this paper, we
introdu ed lustering as a te hnique to anonymize quasiidenti ers before publishing them. We studied r-Gather
as well as a newly introdu ed lustering metri alled rCellular Clustering and provided the
rst onstantfa tor approximation algorithms for publishing an anonymized database table. Moreover, we generalized these algorithms to allow an  fra tion of points to remain un lustered.
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